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Abstract
Introduction Malaria continues to be a major cause of
morbidity and mortality in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) without
effective interventions. Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG)
vaccine possesses protective non-specific effects, which
extend beyond protection against tuberculosis. This study
explores whether BCG is associated with protection against
malaria in children under the age of 5 years in SSA.
Methods We used data from the Demographic Health
Survey programme, including 34 206 children from 13 SSA
countries. BCG status was taken from vaccination cards
when present; if not, mother’s recall was used. Presence
of malaria was defined as a positive rapid diagnostic test.
Maternally reported presence or absence of fever in the
previous 2 weeks defined symptomatic status. Multilevel
logistic regression was used to account for the two-stage
cluster sampling method.
Results Of the 34 206 children, 12 325 (36.0%) children
were malaria positive and 29 766 (87.0%) were BCG
vaccinated. After correction for relevant child, maternal
and household factors, BCG vaccination was associated
with a lower malaria prevalence (adjusted OR (aOR)=0.94,
95% CI 0.90 to 0.98), especially among children of whom
BCG information was retrieved from a vaccination card
(aORcard=0.88, 95% CI 0.82 to 0.94). Restricting the analysis
to children from regions with suboptimal BCG coverage
increased the association (aORcard=0.81, 95% CI 0.73 to
0.89). We observed an increasingly beneficial association
with each month of age of the child (aORcard=0.996, 95%
CI 0.993 to 0.999). BCG associations were similar for
asymptomatic (aORcard=0.86, 95% CI 0.81 to 0.92) and
symptomatic (aORcard=0.89, 95% CI 0.78 to 1.01) malaria.
Conclusions BCG vaccination is associated with protection
against malaria. This protection is highest in regions with
suboptimal BCG coverage. These results indicate a possible
role for timely BCG vaccination in the protection of malaria
and its elimination by reducing the transmission reservoir. If
confirmed in further research, our findings have substantial
implications for global efforts to reduce malaria burden.
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Introduction
Malaria continues to be a major threat,
despite advances under the United Nations
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).1

Key questions
What is already known?
►► Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccine has benefi-

cial effects on child mortality and morbidity that cannot be attributed to protection against tuberculosis.
►► In studies on murine malaria and in a controlled
human malaria model, BCG vaccination increased
immune responses, which were associated with
protection.
►► Whether BCG vaccination is able to decrease malaria
prevalence at a population level in humans remains
unclear, since the three epidemiological studies that
have been performed were heterologous in design
and outcome and had limited generalisability.

What are the new findings?
►► Our large, multinational study suggests that BCG

vaccination is associated with a reduced risk of
malaria in children under the age of 5 years in sub-
Saharan Africa.
►► The association between BCG vaccination and malaria was largest in regions with suboptimal BCG
coverage.

What do the new findings imply?
►► If confirmed, our findings imply that timely BCG vac-

cination could aid the global efforts to reduce malaria burden.
►► Substantial gains can be reached with this established and cheap vaccine, especially in countries
with suboptimal BCG coverage, countries that are
suffering most from the global malaria burden.

After years of decline, no significant progress
in reducing global malaria burden was made
during 2015–2017. Numbers are still staggering, with 3.1 billion people at risk of an
infection, as well as 219 million malaria
cases and 435 000 deaths worldwide.2 These
numbers highlight the persisting problem of
malaria that affects mainly children under
the age of 5 years in sub-
Saharan Africa
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BCG vaccination is associated with
reduced malaria prevalence in children
under the age of 5 years in sub-
Saharan Africa
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Methods
Datasets
This study used multiple datasets with retrospective and
cross-sectional data from the Demographic Health Survey
(DHS) Programme. The DHS Programme collects data
on fertility, family planning, HIV/AIDS, maternal and
child health, vaccinations and nutrition from over 90 low-
income countries, using continuously updated surveys.18
Selected surveys include information on malaria diagnosis, and these were derived from the Database Developing World (www.globaldatalab.org). These surveys were
Angola 2016, Benin 2012, Burkina Faso 2010, Cameroon
2

2011, Democratic Republic of Congo 2014, Ivory Coast
2012, Gambia 2013, Ghana 2014, Guinea 2012, Mali
2013, Mozambique 2011, Rwanda 2015, Senegal 2011,
Tanzania 2016 and Togo 2014. The combined dataset was
recoded to make sure each individual child was a separate case, resulting in a dataset with 541 061 children.
Study population
All children aged 0–60 months who had a malaria rapid
diagnostic test (RDT) result and from whom valid BCG
information was available were included. Children with
missing values for day of birth had the middle day of the
month imputed as their day of birth (15 for February and
16 for all other months). When they had received BCG
and/or oral polio 0 vaccine in their month of birth, the
middle day between start of the month and the day of
vaccination was used. After exclusion of children over
the age of 5 years (384 672) or without information on
malaria diagnosis (90 429) or BCG vaccination (5909),
60 051 children remained in the dataset.
All regions with less than 10% malaria were excluded
to ensure convergence of a multilevel model and to
prevent inclusion of regions with sporadic malaria infections, resulting in a small and specific malaria infected
subgroup. This resulted in exclusion of 55 out of 170
regions: 1 region from Democratic Republic of Congo,
Ghana, Guinea, Mali and Togo; 2 regions from Benin
and Mozambique; 3 regions from Rwanda; 8 regions
from Angola; 13 regions from Tanzania; and all the
regions from Senegal (14) and The Gambia (8). After
this exclusion, the dataset was finalised with 43 040 children, which represented 34 206 children after inclusion
of the DHS weights.
Core variables and covariates
Data collection was performed according to DHS
protocol. Information on BCG was retrieved from vaccination cards on visit for 17 440/34 206 children (51.0%). If
these cards were not present, the information as reported
by the mother was used (12 325/34 206 (36.0%)). The
remaining 4441/34 206 children (13.0%) had not undergone BCG vaccination. Associations with the timing of
BCG vaccination were studied with a continuous variable, as well as a categorical variable with the categories:
‘not vaccinated’ (reference), ‘at date of birth’, ‘between
1 day and 1 week’, ‘between 1 week and 1 month’, ‘after
1 month’ and ‘timing unknown’.
Malaria status was determined in a representative subsample of all children under the age of 60 months using
an RDT on capillary blood samples obtained through a
finger or heel prick at the time of conducting the survey.
Consent was asked after reading a consent statement to
the parent or responsible adult. Throughout the countries assessed, approved RDTs from different manufacturers and with different specificity were used (online
supplementary table 1). In addition, 9 out of the 13
countries (excluding Angola, Cameroon, Ghana and
Guinea) performed microscopy of thick-
smear slides.
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(SSA), and they press for the need for effective interventions.
The design of malaria vaccines is being extensively
investigated on the premise that vaccines have significantly decreased the mortality and morbidity of other
major infectious diseases. Moreover, general distribution
of malaria vaccines could add to control of the infectious
reservoir of asymptomatic carriers.3 However, the multistage development of the parasite complicates vaccine
design,4 and although substantial progress has been made
in recent years, routine malaria vaccination seems for
now to be restricted to pilot studies.5 Alternative options
to increase protection against malaria might be found
in currently used routine vaccines. Numerous studies
have shown that vaccines have additional effects to the
initially intended protection against their target diseases,
the so-called ‘non-specific effects (NSEs)’.6–9 Beneficial
NSEs seem to be restricted to live-attenuated vaccines,
such as bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG).10 Evidence has
suggested that BCG vaccination reduces overall mortality
and morbidity more than would be expected from its
‘specific’ effect on tuberculosis, for instance, by reducing
the risk of sepsis and acute lower respiratory tract infections.7 11 These non-specific BCG effects seem to be influenced by timing of vaccination.9 10 12
This raises the question whether these NSEs of BCG
can also offer protection against malaria infection. A role
for BCG in protection against murine malaria infection
was already demonstrated in 1976, where BCG vaccination of mice reduced levels of parasitaemia and increased
survival.13 In contrast, little is known about effects in
humans. Recently, in a controlled human malaria infection model, we have shown that BCG vaccination lowered
parasitaemia levels in a subgroup of vaccinees.14 Whether
BCG vaccination is able to decrease malaria prevalence at
a population level remains unclear. The few epidemiological studies that have been performed are heterologous
in design and outcome and have limited generalisability.15–17 To examine a possible protective role of BCG
against malaria in humans, this study focusses on the
NSEs of routine BCG vaccination on malaria prevalence
in children under the age of 5 years in SSA. In addition,
we explored the association with malaria prevalence by
timing of vaccination and by symptomatic status.
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Statistical analyses
DHS datasets are hierarchical, meaning that households
are nested in sample clusters, which are nested in regions,
which are nested in countries. To address this nesting,
the association between BCG vaccination and malaria
prevalence was studied with a multilevel logistic regression model including four levels: country, region, cluster
and child. To account for the two-stage cluster sampling
method at which the data were primarily sampled, modified weights assigned by the DHS were used to obtain
representative samples. First, DHS weights were denormalised using the UN World Population Prospects to
allow for analysis of pooled data.21 Second, as multilevel analysis requires weights at each stage of sampling,
weights were split into cluster weights and individual
weights. Information to generate the cluster weights is
not provided in DHS data. Therefore, estimates of the
cluster weights were based on the number of households
for an average cluster within a region per country using
appendix A of the DHS final reports. For Democratic
Republic of Congo and Mozambique, appendix A did
not state the number of households per cluster and the
average numbers of all other countries combined was
used. The individual weight was thereafter calculated
by dividing the denormalised overall DHS weight by the
cluster weight. Finally, sample weights were adjusted for
the number of children per mother so that their application did not increase sample size.
Robustness of the association was checked by exclusion of regions with over 90% BCG vaccination coverage
(avoidance of a small and specific subgroup of unvaccinated children), exclusion of children under the age of
6 months (likely to have protective maternal antimalarial
antibodies) and inclusion of thick smear-based malaria
diagnosis.
The independence of the association between BCG
and malaria prevalence was tested by inclusion of interactions with sex and age (as a proxy for time since vaccination). A squared variable of age was included to account
for non-linear correlations. Differences in the association

for asymptomatic and symptomatic malaria were analysed with separate multilevel logistic regressions.
Data analyses were done using SPSS V.24, STATA V.14
and MLWin V.2.35. Multilevel regression models were run
in MLWin using the runmlwin command from STATA. A
p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Patient and public involvement
There has been no patient and/or public involvement
in the study design, data collection, data analysis and
writing of this research.
Results
This study examined the association between BCG vaccination and malaria prevalence in 34 206 children under
the age of 5 years from 13 countries in SSA. Characteristics of the population are displayed in table 1. Malaria
RDT was positive in 36.0% (12 325/34 206) of the children and varied widely between countries, with only
13.2% (89/675) in Rwanda up to 75.4% (1699/2254)
in Burkina Faso. Overall, BCG coverage was 87.0%
(29 765/34 206) with less extreme, but clearly noticeable
intercountry variation ranging from 60.7% (638/1051)
in Angola to 99.3% (670/675) in Rwanda (figure 1A and
online supplementary table 2). Apart from country differences, we noted clear regional differences (figure 1B).
Children who had undergone BCG vaccination were of
the same age and sex as unvaccinated children, but had
on average better health and housing conditions than
their unvaccinated counterparts.
The group of children who were BCG vaccinated had
a lower malaria prevalence than children who were not
vaccinated (OR=0.79, 95% CI 0.75 to 0.83). This difference remained after correction for covariates at the level
of the child, mother and household (aOR=0.94, 95%
CI 0.90 to 0.98)) (figure 2A). Only children of whom
BCG information was retrieved from a vaccination card
had lower odds on malaria (aORcard=0.88, 95% CI 0.82
to 0.94), while children in whom BCG vaccination was
recalled by their mother did not (aORrecall=0.97, 95% CI
0.91 to 1.02), owing to possible misclassification in the
latter (figure 2A and table 2).
Thick smears, BCG coverage and maternal antimalarial
antibodies
Microscopy of thick smears is still the golden standard of
malaria diagnosis in many endemic countries even though
RDTs often show similar diagnostic accuracy.22 Nevertheless, malaria prevalence could have been underestimated
due to species-specific RDTs and poorer performance at
lower parasite densities. Among the children with both
RDT and thick-smear results, 5.3% (1373/26 131) was
RDT negative and thick-smear positive (online supplementary table 3). Changing their malaria status to positive only marginally influenced the association between
BCG and malaria (aORcard=0.86, 95% CI 0.79 to 0.92);
aORrecall=0.94, 95% CI 0.88 to 1.00) (figure 2B and online
supplementary figure 1). There was also a substantial
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Symptomatic malaria was defined as having a positive
RDT and a history of fever in the previous 2 weeks based
on mothers’ recall. A positive RDT with the absence of
fever was defined as asymptomatic malaria.
The association between BCG vaccination and malaria
was corrected for covariates at the level of the child,
the mother and the household. Inclusion of covariates
was based on literature, expert opinion and availability
in DHS data. An age-independent variable was created
for vaccinations, which indicated whether the child had
received all vaccines (excluding BCG) for his/her age,
according to the countries’ vaccination schedule at the
time of malaria testing. Household wealth was measured
by the International Wealth Index.19 To address for variables with missing data, the dummy variable adjustment
procedure was used.20
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Item

All children
N=34 206

Not BCG vaccinated
n=4441

BCG vaccinated
n=29 765

Child level
Malaria RDT

<0.0001

 Negative

21 880 (64.0)

2380 (53.6)

19 500 (65.5)

 Positive

12 325 (36.0)

2061 (46.4)

10 265 (34.5)

Malaria blood slide†
 Negative
 Positive
Age (months), median (IQR)
Birth order number, median (IQR)

<0.0001
18 925 (72.4)

2117 (63.2)

16 809 (73.8)

7206 (27.6)

1234 (36.8)

5972 (26.2)

27.47 (23.66)
3 (3)

28.25 (24.89)
3 (4)

27.37 (23.43)
3 (3)

Sex
17 330 (50.7)

2267 (51.0)

15 064 (50.6)

 Female

16 875 (49.3)

2174 (49.0)

14 701 (49.4)

Twin
 Yes

<0.0001

0.015
33 448 (97.8)
758 (2.2)

4364 (98.3)
76 (1.7)

29 084 (97.7)
681 (2.3)

Place of delivery†

<0.0001

 Non-hospital

12 148 (35.6)

3085 (70.3)

9063 (30.5)

 Public

18 868 (55.3)

1130 (25.8)

17 738 (59.7)

 Private

3073 (9.0)

173 (3.9)

2900 (9.8)

Size at birth†

<0.0001
4141 (12.4)

653 (15.6)

3488 (11.9)

 Average

15 158 (45.3)

1862 (44.5)

13 297 (45.4)

 Large

14 198 (42.4)

1668 (39.9)

12 530 (42.7)

 Small

0.11
0.59

 Male

 No

P value*

Preceding birth interval,† median (IQR)

35 (23)

32 (18)

35 (24)

<0.0001

Weight z-score,† mean (SD)

−1.02 (1.26)

−1.29 (1.39)

−0.98 (1.23)

<0.0001

Breast feeding†
 Never

<0.0001
742 (2.2)

144 (3.3)

598 (2.0)

 Ever, not currently

20 682 (60.8)

2562 (58.6)

18 120 (61.1)

 Currently

12 613 (37.1)

1665 (38.1)

10 947 (36.9)

Received all other vaccines to national
schedule†

<0.0001

 No

20 333 (60.1)

4365 (98.3)

15 967 (54.3)

 Yes

13 501 (39.9)

75 (1.7)

13 425 (45.7)

Received vitamin A†

<0.0001

 No

11 655 (34.3)

2897 (67.1)

8758 (29.6)

 Yes

22 298 (65.7)

1422 (32.9)

20 876 (70.4)

 No

14 329 (43.5)

2232 (53.2)

12 097 (42.1)

 Yes

18 601 (56.5)

1964 (46.8)

16 637 (57.9)

Slept under bed net last night†

<0.0001

Maternal level
 Age of mother in years, mean (SD)

29.00 (7.20)

28.98 (7.44)

29.00 (7.16)

 BMI of mother,† median (IQR)

21.64 (4.06)

21.21 (3.35)

21.72 (4.16)

 Number of births in the last 5 years, median
(IQR)
Level of education†

2 (1)

2 (1)

1 (1)

0.88
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
Continued
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Table 1 Population characteristics of all 34 206 children, overall and separated by BCG vaccination status
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Item

All children
N=34 206

Not BCG vaccinated
n=4441

BCG vaccinated
n=29 765

 No education, preschool

12 998 (38.0)

2432 (54.8)

10 567 (35.5)

 Primary

13 491 (39.5)

1587 (35.8)

11 904 (40.0)

 Secondary or higher

7692 (22.5)

418 (9.4)

P value*

7274 (24.5)

Mother has partner†

<0.0001

 No

9469 (27.7)

793 (17.9)

8676 (29.2)

 Yes

24 685 (72.3)

3640 (82.1)

21 045 (70.8)

Household level
 Household size, median (IQR)

6 (4)

7 (4)

6 (4)

Drinking water quality†

<0.0001

 Low

14 349 (42.0)

2739 (61.7)

11 610 (39.0)

 Medium

10 954 (32.0)

1052 (23.7)

9902 (33.3)

8897 (26.0)

649 (14.6)

8248 (27.7)

22 635 (66.2)

3330 (75.1)

19 305 (64.9)

 Medium

9619 (28.1)

911 (20.5)

8709 (29.3)

 High

1942 (5.7)

195 (4.4)

1747 (5.9)

 High
Toilet facility quality†
 Low

IWI, median (IQR)

<0.0001

23.26 (24.95)

17.18 (16.28)

24.12 (26.08)

Urbanisation level
 Urban
 Rural

<0.0001

<0.0001
<0.0001

9313 (27.2)
24 893 (72.8)

600 (13.5)
3840 (86.5)

8713 (29.3)
21 052 (70.7)

Data are displayed as n (%) unless otherwise indicated.
*Students’ t-test for normally distributed continuous variables, Somers’ D test for non-normally distributed continuous variables, and χ2 test
for categorical variables.
†Based on different n due to missings in the control variables, which were accounted for by the dummy variable adjustment procedure.
BCG, bacillus Calmette-Guérin; IWI, International Wealth Index; RDT, rapid diagnostic test.

discordant RDT-
positive, thick-
smear negative group
(14.1% (3674/26 131)); however, since the main explanation for this combination would be a treated malaria
infection, we did not alter their malaria status. Findings
were, furthermore, robust to the exclusion of children
6 months of age or younger who are likely protected
by maternal antimalarial antibodies (aORcard=0.87, 95%
CI 0.81 to 0.92; aORrecall=0.96, 95% CI 0.91 to 1.01).
Restricting the analysis to regions with suboptimal BCG
coverage (≤90%) slightly enhanced the association of
BCG both among all children (aORcard=0.82, 95% CI 0.74
to 0.92; aORrecall=0.93, 95% CI 0.89 to 0.96) and those
over 6 months of age (aORcard=0.81, 95% CI 0.73 to 0.89;
aORrecall=0.92, 95% CI 0.89 to 0.95) (figure 2B and online
supplementary figure 1).
Timing of vaccination
There was no linear time-dependent association between
BCG and malaria (aOR=1.00, 95% CI 0.98 to 1.02)
(figure 2C). Inclusion of non-
linear time dependent
effects, with a categorical timing of BCG variable, did
show a small trend for time dependency (figure 2D). The
smallest association was seen for vaccination at date of
birth (aOR=0.93, 95% CI 0.82 to 1.04) and the largest

for vaccination was seen more than 1 month after birth
(aOR=0.86, 95% CI 0.78 to 0.96), although differences
between the time categories were non-significant.
Although timing of vaccination as such did not influence the association, we did find an interaction with the
age of the child. We observed that the association became
slightly stronger with each month of age (aORcard=0.996,
95% CI 0.993 to 0.999) (figure 2E). The association did
not differ by sex of the child (aORcard=0.99, 95% CI 0.89
to 1.10).
Symptomatic and asymptomatic malaria
Of all malaria-positive children, 31.7% (3890/12 285)
was reported to have concomitant fever and were classified as having symptomatic malaria. The other 8395
children did not have concomitant fever and were thus
classified as having asymptomatic malaria. The associations with BCG were similar for both symptomatic
(aORcard=0.89, 95% CI 0.78 to 1.01) and asymptomatic
(aORcard=0.86, 95% CI 0.81 to 0.92) (figure 2F). BCG
vaccination was not differently associated with symptomatic or asymptomatic malaria (aORcard=1.12, 95% CI
0.96 to 1.30).
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Table 1 Continued
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Discussion
In this large DHS survey study among children under
the age of 5 years in SSA, we found evidence that BCG
vaccination could protect against malaria infection. BCG
reduced the odds on malaria independent of timing of
vaccination. This effect seemed prolonged, as the association became more beneficial with increasing child’s age.
The fact that associations were similar regardless of symptomatic status suggests that good BCG vaccination practice might also contribute to elimination of the disease.
Strengths and limitations
A considerable advantage of this study is the inclusion
of 34 206 children from 13 different countries in West,
East and Central Africa with varying BCG coverage and
malaria prevalence. This provided a considerable and
representative population of SSA, making it more likely
that results will be generalisable to children under the
age of five living in other SSA countries. Furthermore,
the association between BCG and malaria remained after
6

controlling for numerous possible confounders on the
level of the child, mother and household, and was robust
to removal of regions with BCG coverage of >90% or
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Figure 1 BCG coverage and malaria prevalence distribution
between and within 13 sub-Saharan African countries. (A)
Distribution of both BCG vaccination coverage and malaria
prevalence per country are depicted. (B) Overlay chart
of BCG coverage (bars) and malaria prevalence (line) per
included region of Angola. BCG, bacillus Calmette-Guérin.
ISO codes: ago, Angola; BEN, Benin; BFA, Burkina Faso;
CIV, Ivory Coast; CMR, Cameroon; cod, Democratic Republic
of the Congo; GHA, Ghana; Gin, guinea; MLI, Mali; MOZ,
Mozambique; RWA, Rwanda; TZA, United Republic of
Tanzania; TGO, Togo.

Figure 2 Associations between BCG vaccination and
malaria prevalence. (A) aOR of BCG vaccination on malaria
prevalence, overall and subdivided by the source of BCG
data (NO vaccination as reference). (B) Sensitivity analyses
of BCG vaccination data derived from card with thick-
smear microscopy as diagnostic, removal of children
likely protected by maternal antimalarial antibodies (age
≤6 months), removal of areas with a BCG coverage of
≥90% and a combination of the latter two. (C,D) Time
dependency of the association between BCG vaccination
and malaria prevalence with a continuous variable (C) and
a categorical variable (D) of timing. (E) Association between
BCG vaccination derived from card and malaria prevalence
related to the age of the child (interaction term age of child
in months×BCG vaccination). (F) Association between BCG
vaccination derived from card and malaria prevalence, overall
and separate for symptomatic and asymptomatic malaria
(symptomatic malaria was based on positive rapid diagnostic
test and maternal recall of fever in the past 2 weeks). All
results are depicted as aORs±95% CIs retrieved from
multilevel logistic regression analyses with four levels (child,
cluster, region and country) with correction for age, birth
order, sex, twin, place of delivery, size at birth, preceding
birth interval, weight-for-age z-score, breastfeeding, other
vaccinations, vitamin A supplementation, use of bed nets,
maternal age, maternal body mass index, number of births
by the mother in the last 5 years, maternal level of education,
maternal partner, household size, quality of drinking water,
quality of toilet facility, international wealth index and
urbanisation level. **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. aOR, adjusted OR;
BCG, bacillus Calmette-Guérin.
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Coefficient

SE

Crude OR

P value

aOR

0.023

0.89 (0.86 to 0.94)

<0.0001

0.97 (0.91 to 1.02)

P value

Child level
BCG vaccination
 No

Ref

 BCG based on recall

−0.111

0.21

 BCG based on card

−0.423

0.038

0.66 (0.61 to 0.71)

<0.0001

0.88 (0.82 to 0.94)

Age (months)

0.052

0.004

1.05 (1.05 to 1.06)

<0.0001

1.05 (1.04 to 1.06)

<0.0001

0.00020

Age (months) (squared)

−0.001

0.000

1.00 (1.00 to 1.00)

<0.0001

1.00 (1.00 to 1.00)

<0.0001

Birth order number

0.032

0.008

1.03 (1.02 to 1.05)

<0.0001

1.03 (1.01 to 1.06)

0.011

Sex
 Male

Ref

 Female

−0.034

0.027

0.97 (0.92 to 1.02)

0.21

0.96 (0.91 to 1.02)

0.18

Twin

0.083

0.066

1.09 (0.95 to 1.24)

0.21

1.01 (0.86 to 1.17)

0.93

Place of delivery
 Not at hospital

Ref

 Public hospital

−0.410

0.053

0.66 (0.60 to 0.74)

<0.0001

0.85 (0.78 to 0.92)

<0.0001

 Private hospital

−0.638

0.064

0.53 (0.47 to 0.60)

<0.0001

0.78 (0.70 to 0.87)

<0.0001

0.029

0.99 (0.94 to 1.05)

Size at birth
 Small

Ref

 Average

−0.008

0.78

0.98 (0.93 to 1.04)

0.57

 Large

−0.018

0.034

0.98 (0.92 to 1.05)

0.60

1.00 (0.94 to 1.06)

0.89

Preceding birth interval

−0.006

0.001

0.99 (0.99 to 1.00)

<0.0001

1.00 (1.00 to 1.00)

0.046

Weight z-score

−0.067

0.013

0.94 (0.91 to 0.96)

<0.0001

1.00 (0.98 to 1.01)

0.74

Breastfeeding
 Never

Ref

 Ever, not currently

−0.116

0.068

0.89 (0.78 to 1.02)

0.088

0.88 (0.74 to 1.03)

0.12

 Currently

−0.584

0.062

0.56 (0.49 to 0.63)

<0.0001

0.85 (0.73 to 0.99)

0.038

Received all other vaccines
according to national
schedule

−0.269

0.048

0.76 (0.70 to 0.84)

<0.0001

0.94 (0.87 to 1.02)

0.14

Received vitamin A

−0.108

0.026

0.90 (0.85 to 0.94)

<0.0001

0.98 (0.91 to 1.05)

0.53

Slept under bed net last
night

−0.186

0.045

0.83 (0.76 to 0.91)

<0.0001

0.93 (0.84 to 1.02)

0.13

Age of mother (years)

0.005

0.002

1.01 (1.00 to 1.01)

0.012

0.99 (0.98 to 0.99)

0.00047

BMI of mother

−0.038

0.006

0.96 (0.95 to 0.97)

<0.0001

0.97 (0.96 to 0.98)

<0.0001

Number of births in the last
5 years

0.166

0.022

1.18 (1.13 to 1.23)

<0.0001

1.08 (1.03 to 1.13)

0.0021

0.026

0.80 (0.76 to 0.84)

<0.0001

0.91 (0.86 to 0.96)

0.00026

<0.0001

Maternal level

Level of education
 No

Ref

 Primary

−0.229

 Secondary or higher

−0.732

0.061

0.48 (0.43 to 0.54)

Mother has partner

0.040

0.045

1.04 (0.95 to 1.14)

0.37

0.96 (0.88 to 1.05)

0.73 (0.67 to 0.78)

<0.0001
0.37

Household size

0.023

0.006

1.02 (1.01 to 1.04)

0.00013

1.03 (1.01 to 1.04)

<0.0001

Quality drinking water
 Low

Ref

Household level

Continued
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Table 2 Full model of the association between BCG and malaria with crude and aORs
Item

BMJ Global Health

Item

Coefficient

SE

Crude OR

P value

aOR

P value

 Medium

−0.213

0.047

0.81 (0.74 to 0.89)

<0.0001

1.02 (0.94 to 1.11)

0.65

 High

−0.302

0.056

0.74 (0.66 to 0.83)

<0.0001

1.02 (0.90 to 1.15)

0.76

0.057

0.62 (0.55 to 0.69)

<0.0001

0.85 (0.78 to 0.92)

<0.0001

<0.0001

Quality toilet facility
 Low

Ref

 Medium

−0.486

 High

−0.964

0.161

0.38 (0.28 to 0.52)

0.88 (0.77 to 1.01)

0.060

IWI

−0.004

0.003

1.00 (0.99 to 1.00)

0.18

1.00 (0.99 to 1.00)

0.50

IWI squared

−0.000*

0.000

1.00 (1.00 to 1.00)

<0.0001

1.00 (1.00 to 1.00)

<0.0001

Ref
1.179

0.102

3.25 (2.66 to 3.97)

<0.0001

1.91 (1.63 to 2.25)

<0.0001

Urbanisation level
 Urban
 Rural

*Negative sign indicates a significant negative coefficient. Model is a multilevel model including four levels (child, cluster, region and country).
aOR, adjusted OR; BCG, Bacillus Calmette-Guérin; IWI, International Wealth Index.

children likely protected by maternal antimalarial antibodies and to the inclusion of thick-smear malaria diagnosis.
Limitations of this study are inherent to the observational character of DHS surveys. Even after we controlled
for confounding on several levels in all analyses, residual
unmeasured confounders cannot be ruled out. One major
confounder we lacked information on is the HIV status of
the children.23 24 However, most of the included countries
do not have the means to detect HIV status at birth and
WHO recommends administering BCG vaccination to all
infants under those circumstances.24 Combined with the
fact that over one-third of births occurred outside of the
hospital, it seems unlikely that children would have been
withheld BCG vaccination because of their HIV status.
Other limitations of surveys are their susceptibility to
recall bias and incompleteness of data. For BCG vaccination, recall bias was resolved by stratifying the analysis by source of information. Missing data were limited
for individual covariates, but a substantial number of
children had missing values when all covariates were
combined (online supplementary table 4). Nevertheless,
results remained similar after we restricted the analysis to
children without missing values on any of the covariates
(online supplementary table 5).
Non-specific BCG effects on malaria
Many studies have already been performed on the NSEs
of BCG in relation to mortality and morbidity,6–12 but its
relationship with malaria infection is less clear. Despite
early evidence of a protective effect in mice,13 studies
reporting the effects of BCG on malaria in humans are
scarce. Two studies in Guinea-Bissau addressed the effect
of BCG on malaria, with varying results. Rodrigues et al16
found no effect of BCG revaccination on malaria incidence, while Roth et al15 found a reduction in malaria
mortality for children with a BCG scar. Since we neither
looked at revaccination nor examined malaria mortality,
8

it is hard to draw parallels to these findings. In a more
comparable study, Hollm-Delgado et al contradicted our
findings, as they concluded that BCG increased the odds
on malaria.17 However, BCG coverage in their study was
over 99%, with only 41 BCG unvaccinated children, thus
making any statements on a relation between BCG and
malaria inconclusive. Recently, we have provided support
for a protective effect of BCG vaccination on malaria in
a controlled human malaria infection model. In approximately half of the individuals vaccinated with BCG, there
was a strong activation of innate immune mechanisms,
which was associated with decreased parasitaemia.14
Timing of vaccination
The non-significant effect of timing of BCG was relatively
unexpected, since we have previously found associations
between timing of BCG vaccination and linear growth.12
This difference was not attributable to the distribution of
timing, as analysis of stunting in the current study population confirmed this time dependency, with later administration increasing the odds of stunting (aOR=1.04,
95% CI 1.02 to 1.06) (online supplementary figure
2), ensuring that the absence of time dependency for
malaria was not attributable to the dataset used in the
current study. One possibility for the discrepancy with
malaria could be due to excess inflammation induced
by late vaccination and its relative significance to the
outcome parameter.12 Linear growth is sensitive to excess
inflammation as it suppresses the expression of growth
hormone/insulin-like growth factor-1.25 Parasite suppression or clearance would be, however, more influenced by
immune tolerance than by excess inflammation.26
Nevertheless, early vaccination would still maximise a
protective effect. Even though timing of vaccination as
such did not influence the association with malaria, we
found that the association became more beneficial with
age. An explanation for this could be a positive feedback
loop between BCG facilitated parasite clearance, through
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Table 2 Continued
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Figure 3 Possible targets via which BCG could influence
malaria infection. BCG vaccination induces increased innate
immune activation and a Th1/Th 17 cell biassed immune
response which could affect the malaria parasite in both
liver and blood stages. Stimulation of Tc and NK cells can
clean up infected hepatocytes. Furthermore, production
of IL-22 by Th17 cells increases innate immune responses
of hepatocytes, and BCG-trained Kupffer cells can reduce
sporozoite development. Direct and Th1/Th17 promoted
activation of monocytes also leads to increased production
of proinflammatory cytokines IFN-γ and TNF-α and has
been linked to the production of IgG-2a antibodies for
neutralisation of merozoites. At their turn, proinflammatory
cytokines induce killing of infected red blood cells by
promoting macrophages to produce reactive oxygen species.
BCG, bacillus Calmette-Guérin; IFN-γ, interferon gamma; IL,
interleukin; Kup, Kupffer cell; Mϕ, macrophage; NK, natural
killer cell; Tc, cytotoxic T-cell; th, T-helper cell; TNF-α, tumour
necrosis factor alpha.

mechanisms described further, and an accompanying
increased memory production,27 enhancing the effect
with every parasite encounter.
Mechanistic pathways mediating the effects of BCG
vaccination
One underlying mechanism of how BCG reduces malaria
prevalence is complex because of the many modulating
effects BCG has on the immune system, as well as the
different stages of the malaria parasite. Therefore, we
propose several targets by which BCG could reduce
malaria infection (figure 3). It should be mentioned that
these mechanisms are only proposed targets and that
the effects of BCG on the immune system in relation to
malaria infection are far from understood.
BCG vaccination of healthy adults increased responsiveness of innate immune cells, a process termed ‘trained
immunity’ and biassed the T helper (Th) response

Implications
Although definitive causal relations cannot be derived
from our data, the robustness of the findings in this large
and representative population strengthens our belief in
this newly found association. If the association between
BCG and malaria would be attributable to the NSEs of
BCG, the average reduction of malaria prevalence in
our data would be a modest 1.2%. However, regions with
low BCG coverage would have reductions of up to 9.6%
(online supplementary table 6 with accompanying text).
This is important as many of the countries suffering most
from the global malaria burden have suboptimal BCG
coverages at best.2
Furthermore, the similar association for asymptomatic malaria highlights a possible role for BCG in areas
moving towards malaria elimination, since the relative
contribution of asymptomatic malaria to the infectious
reservoir in these areas is high.3 Although our finding
has several limitations (eg, subjective nature of symptomatic diagnosis, missing of submicroscopic infections and
missing gametocyte measurement), its possible importance warrants further investigation.
These implications are substantial in the perspective
of the stalled reduction of global malaria burden and
pressing movements towards malaria elimination.2 If
confirmed in further research, improvement in global
malaria burden may be achieved through this established
and cheap vaccine with relatively small and achievable
efforts.
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towards Th1/Th17.28–30 In the liver stage, the Th1/Th17-
stimulated production and activation of cytotoxic T cells,
together with BCG-
enhanced natural killer (NK) cell
activity, can clean up infected hepatocytes. In a controlled
human malaria infection, we indeed demonstrated that
in half of the individuals vaccinated with BCG, NK and
T cell activities were increased and associated with lower
parasitaemia.14 In addition, BCG-trained Kuppfer cells
and interleukin-22-induced innate immune responses of
hepatocytes could reduce sporozoite development.31 32
In the blood stage, Th1 responses have been linked to
neutralisation of merozoites by IgG-2a antibodies,33 and
activation of macrophages leads to increased production
of proinflammatory cytokines and enhanced killing of
infected red blood cells.28 29 33 34
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